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Inside Maya 5New Riders Publishing, 2003
Are you familiar with the basic Maya tools? Can you complete  most tasks with little or no reliance on the help files? Do your questions about  Maya center on how to put all the pieces together and use the software in a  production setting? If so, Inside Maya 5 is just  what you want and need....


		

Model, Rig, Animate with 3ds max 7New Riders Publishing, 2005
With the addition of Character Studio 4an advanced animation  toolset previously available only as a $1,500 plug-in3ds max 7 provides  unparalleled character animation functionality. Here to ensure that you start  taking advantage of it immediately is the first guide to focus on just that  aspect of 3ds max 7. Simple step-by-step...


		

Networking Linux: A Practical Guide to TCP/IPNew Riders Publishing, 2001
Networking Linux: A Practical Guide to TCP/IP  goes beyond the conceptual and shows step-by-step the necessary know how to  Linux TCP/IP implementation. In addition, the Linux market is growing daily.  Programmers and networking administrators are in need of a platform specific  guide in order to increase their...





		

Search Engine VisibilityNew Riders Publishing, 2002
Search Engine Visibility is not about merely  obtaining top positions in search results. Rather,Search  Engine Visibility is about designing, writing and creating a web site  primarily for your site's visitors, and helping them find what they are  searching via the major search...

		

Joseph Lowery's Beyond DreamweaverNew Riders Publishing, 2002
Joseph Lowery's Beyond  Dreamweaver is for Dreamweaver designers and developers who are serious  about increasing their productivity, expanding their skill set, and making  themselves more valuable in the workplace. You'll find techniques for  integrating Dreamweaver with your company's content...


		

XML and SQL Server 2000New Riders Publishing, 2001
XML and SQL Server 2000 is the  ideal resource for SQL developers who need to learn about the new XML  capabilities of SQL Server 2000. If you're a web developer who wants to utilize  XML in your projects but are worried about the complexities of the standard or  its implementation-this book will...






		

Macromedia Flash MX 2004 Killer TipsNew Riders Publishing, 2003
The hottest collection of cool tips and hidden secrets for the  Flash MX 2004 user who needs results fast! In today's economy, time is money.  Flash MX 2004 Killer Tips is all about speed,  showing users how to get more work done in less time. This book is designed to  increase productivity (and...


		

ASP.NET for Web DesignersNew Riders Publishing, 2002
Teaching ASP.NET in a non-linear format that creative thinkers can easily grasp and understand without the typical programming jargon. Provides clear and concise, hands-on, real-world examples right from the beginning of the book. The book contains a natural progression by providing foundational information in the opening chapters. Content will be...

		

Developing Games in JavaNew Riders Publishing, 2003
If you already have experience programming games with Java, this book is for you. David Brackeen, along with co-authors Bret Barker and Lawrence Vanhelsuwe, show you how to make fast, full-screen action games such as side scrollers and 3D shooters. Key features covered in this book include Java 2 game programming techniques, including latest 2D...





		

Inside Solaris™ 9New Riders Publishing, 2002
Inside Solaris 9          gives administrators the information they'll need to upgrade to Solaris          9 and maximize the new features. Author Bill Calkins begins by laying          the foundations of Solaris, then explains how to get set up with Solaris          9 (including any potential pitfalls). Next,...

		

Creating Emotion in Games: The Craft and Art of EmotioneeringNew Riders Publishing, 2003
David Freeman brings you the inside scoop on how to apply the Emotioneering(TM) techniques he's so well known for. These powerful techniques create a breadth and depth of emotion in a game, and induce a player to identify with the role he or she is playing. Mr. Freeman's techniques are so highly sought after because they're the key to mass market...

		

The Photoshop Elements 4 Book for Digital PhotographersNew Riders Publishing, 2005
Are you ready for an Elements book that breaks all the rulesagain?

Like the best-selling former edition, The Photoshop Elements 4 Book for Digital Photographers breaks new ground by doing something for digital photographers that's rarely doneit cuts through the bull and shows you...
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